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1 IEA Solar Heating and Cooling Programme 

The Solar Heating and Cooling Technology Collaboration Programme was founded in 1977 as one 

of the first multilateral technology initiatives ("Implementing Agreements") of the International 

Energy Agency. Its mission is “to enhance collective knowledge and application of solar heating 

and cooling through international collaboration to reach the goal set in the vision of solar thermal 

energy meeting 50% of low temperature heating and cooling demand by 2050. 

 

The members of the IEA SHC collaborate on projects (referred to as “Tasks”) in the field of 

research, development, demonstration (RD&D), and test methods for solar thermal energy and 

solar buildings. 

 

A total of 57 such projects have been initiated, 47 of which have been completed. Research topics 

include: 

 Solar Space Heating and Water Heating (Tasks 14, 19, 26, 44, 54) 

 Solar Cooling (Tasks 25, 38, 48, 53) 

 Solar Heat or Industrial or Agricultural Processes (Tasks 29, 33, 49) 

 Solar District Heating (Tasks 7, 45, 55) 

 Solar Buildings/Architecture/Urban Planning (Tasks 8, 11, 12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 28, 37, 40, 

41, 47, 51, 52, 56) 

 Solar Thermal & PV (Tasks 16, 35) 

 Daylighting/Lighting (Tasks 21, 31, 50) 

 Materials/Components for Solar Heating and Cooling (Tasks 2, 3, 6, 10, 18, 27, 39) 

 Standards, Certification, and Test Methods (Tasks 14, 24, 34, 43, 57) 

 Resource Assessment (Tasks 1, 4, 5, 9, 17, 36, 46) 

 Storage of Solar Heat (Tasks 7, 32, 42) 

 

In addition to the project work, there are special activities: 

 SHC International Conference on Solar Heating and Cooling for Buildings and Industry 

 Solar Heat Worldwide – annual statistics publication 

 Memorandum of Understanding – working agreement with solar thermal trade 

organizations 

 Workshops and seminars 
 

Country Members 

Australia France Slovakia 

Austria  Germany Spain 

Belgium Italy South Africa  

Canada Mexico  Sweden 

China Netherlands Switzerland 

Denmark Norway Turkey 

European Commission Singapore Portugal 

  United Kingdom 

 
Sponsor Members 

European Copper Institute (ECI) 

ECREEE 

Gulf Organization for Research and Development (GORD) 

International Solar Energy Society 

RCREEE 

 

For more information on the IEA SHC work, including many free publications, please visit 

www.iea-shc.org
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2 Relevance of process classification in SHIP projects 

Due to the wealth of different process technologies, the variety of possible concepts for solar 

process heat systems seems to be very large. However, as basic unit operations repeat 

themselves in industry and process technologies realising these unit operations are similar in 

different sectors, a classification of processes makes sense in order to classify and specify 

possible solar integration concepts and complete solar process heat system concepts. Basically, 

we find similar technical solutions for many process steps, and for these similar SHIP integration 

possibilities exist. 

 

3 Efficiency Finder – overview 

The Efficiency Finder, also known as Zero Emission WikiWeb or Matrix of Indicators is a reference 

book that contains important information on unit operations, energy supply technologies, process 

technologies, best practice examples, and guidelines for implementation of efficiency measures 

and renewable energy technologies. The website (http://wiki.zero-emissions.at/) can be used as 

an inter-active compendium by process engineers, energy managers, RES experts, etc. to support 

their work e.g. by providing measures for energy efficiency and finding suitable solar applications 

in production processes. 

 

 

Figure 1: Main page of the Efficiency Finder (http://wiki.zero-emissions.at/) 

 

The Efficiency Finder is organized as a matrix as shown in Figure 1. It is divided into industry 

sectors, product lines, and products on the one hand and unit operations and temperature ranges 

on the other. Therefore, it contains general descriptions of multitude unit operations and specific 

information on four different industry sectors (Food and Beverages, Textiles, Metals, and 

Chemicals). For every sector, the Efficiency Finder has an own sub section with, more specific 

information of unit operations based on the product that is produced. 

 

By entering a sub-section for a specific industry sector, the general structure of the WikiWeb 

remains, however leading to a more detailed set of information. Figure 2 shows the sub-section of 

Food & Beverage. In this sub-section typical processes are assigned to the general unit operations 

e.g. cleaning of bottles, washing of products, and cleaning of productions halls and equipment for 

the general unit operation of cleaning. Additionally, different subsectors such as milk processing, 
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manufacturing of chocolate, meet products, or beer are included. The different unit operation sand 

typical processes are assigned to these different subsectors. Therefore, specific information e.g. 

for pasteurization within milk processing industry is given. This includes general flow sheets of the 

process and details, such as temperature and resident time of different milk products or available 

technologies that can be applied for pasteurization. 

 

 

Figure 2: Sub-section Food & Beverages of the Efficiency Finder 

 

 

Besides this sector specific information on applied processes and technologies, the Efficiency 

Finder contains additional information on how to reduce the energy consumption and carbon 

emissions within these industry sectors. Therefore, specific information is given for Cleaner 

Production, Eco Efficiency, Renewable Energy Sources, and Process Integration. 
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4 Integration solar process heat – Status of Efficiency Finder 
2015 

Within Task 49 the wiki database “Efficiency Finder” was updated with new information of Subtask 

B. After publication of Del B.2 of Task 49 (Integration Guideline [1]), the developed Integration 

Schemes [2] for solar heat have been included in the Efficiency Finder. Therefore, the overall 

classification of industrial heat consumers on supply- and process level was included and briefly 

explained. Within the Efficiency Finder, this information can be found by entering the ‘INFO’ 

section of the category ‘solar integration schemes’ (cp. Figure 3). Based on this, the developed 

solar integration schemes were assigned to the different unit operations of Efficiency Finder. 

Today, users of the Efficiency Finder can find one or even several integration schemes for the 

majority of existing unit operations. 

 

  
 

 

 

Figure 3: General information on solar integration schemes within the Efficiency Finder 
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Next to this general information, the developed integration concepts were included within the 

Efficiency Finder. As shown in Figure 4, the concepts for integrating solar heat at supply level, 

were assigned to the category ‘General Process Heating’. By clicking on the ‘info’ link, seven 

integration concepts are given and explained. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Solar integration schemes for supply level within the Efficiency Finder 
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For the integration of solar heat at process level, general integration concepts were implemented 

within the Efficiency Finder. For almost every unit operation, one or even more suitable integration 

concepts with a detailed description were included. This is shown in Figure 5 using the unit 

operation ‘cleaning’ as example. By clicking the ‘info’ link, five general integration concepts are 

illustrated and explained that can be generally applied for cleaning processes based on the 

respective installation. 

 

 

Figure 5: General solar integration schemes for unit operations (e.g. cleaning, drying, cooking) within the 

Efficiency Finder 
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By entering the Sub-section of Food and Beverage production, additional concepts for solar heat 

integration for specific processes were included. This sub-section includes several processes 

within the unit operation ‘cleaning’. By choosing the process ‘cleaning of bottles and cases’, two 

specific integration concepts are illustrated and explained (cp. Figure 6). 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Solar integration schemes for specific processes (e.g. cleaning of bottles and kegs) within the 

Efficiency Finder 
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5 Conclusions & further work 

The classification of solar integration concepts has shown that it is possible to give the planner a 

systematic guideline to find the appropriate concept for realising a solar process heat plant, based 

on the specifications of the targeted integration point. This is a huge step forward in making the 

planning and realisation of efficient SHIP systems easier. 

In future, an expansion of the updated Efficiency Finder to more sectors would increase the 

practical application of the database and hopefully stimulate the realisation of more solar process 

heat applications. 
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